Zephyranthes ‘Robusta’

- **Use:** This rain lily has earned its "robust" name by blooming for a long season, beginning in June and continue on and off past September. This is a plant that asks for little, delivers dependably and should grace every warm weather garden.

- **Exposure/Soil:** Full sun to partial shade, some shade is appreciated in hottest areas. Grows in most soils, but amend red clay. Drought tolerant!

- **Growth:** Grows 10-12” tall and spreads by small bulbs.

- **Hardiness:** Zone 7-10; Perennial

- **Foliage:** Semi-evergreen. The dark green grassy foliage.

- **Flower:** Blooms summer to fall! Produces large, clear pink blossoms that pop open on foot-tall stalks that rise from slim, deep green foliage.

Lovely starry blossoms, easy care, tough constitutions and inexpensive - rain lilies are hard not to love.